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800 40 3/JD 

OPERATION OF MWDC's IN THE QDD AND QDQ FOCAL PLANES 

INTRODUCTION 

MWDC-systerns are build by the mechanic and electronic 

groups of IKO for use as focal plane detectors for the 

EMIN-QDD and QDQ spectrometers (ref. lr 2)-

In the MWDC (Multiwire Driftchamber with coding system) the 

speed of a MWPC (Multiwire Proportional Chamber) and the 

(place-) accuracy of a Driftchamber (DC) are combined. This 

is realized using a MWPC-geometry with a low aspect ratio 

(small wire-cathode distance). Also the electronics is based 

on a (fast) MWPC-readout system to which a relatively small 

amount of electronics is added to supply drifttime 

information (ref.2, 3). 

The typical problems of this type of wire chamber are: 

a) The curved electric field lines near the wires; 

b) The "positive induced pulses", which are always 

present in MWPC - like wirechambers; 

c) The relatively high cost per wire 

- A solution to problem a) is discussed in this report 

- A solution for b) is given in ref. 3 

- The cost (c)) is less than 50% more than an equivalent MWPC setup 

A "basic" version of the MWDC (a short description is given 

below and in ref. 3) was tested in the low energy station 

of MEA, giving satisfactory results. The new MWDC's are 

based on this concept. 



The operating conditions for the basic MWDC are: 

a) Only two or uhree vires may be involved for every 

particle traversing the wire chamber, which can be 

realized by adjusting the (effective) gap (wire-cathode 

distance}j 

b) The angle of the particle track (to the wire plane) 

should be constant within i 3° and have a value 

somewhere between i 30° and ^ 60". 

a) And b) are not independent. 

Because the angle variation in the spectrometer fecal planes 

can he larger than >v 3° condition b) is not met in general 

and even a) will not always be satisfied. 

It is not trivial to see how the coding system reacts if these 

angular conditions are not met and whether or not. they can be 

corrected. 

In order to clarify these problems,relations between drifttimes 

of three consecutive wires are derived and plotted in "time 

diagrams". 

They intend to help understand the behaviour of the MWDC and 

supply information of th» limits of - and relations between 

the variables in the MWDC. 

For adjusting the basic MWDC in the focal plane a time diagram 

can be found in section VI. 

The equations may also be used for software data corrections 

or developing error-correction hardware. An application of the 

latter is discussed in section VII. 

These corrections on the basic MWDC data appear to be possible 

by using three drifttimes of consecutive wires instead of two 

(basic MttDC; ref. 3). This is possible with minor changes to 

the coding system. 



With this modification the system is not limited anymore 

to two- and three wire events, but will accept fours (and 

fives to some extent) as well. 

An angle range as large as ^ 30* will be accepted without 

any coding errors. 

In addition the "curved fieldline effects" can be compensated 

and 

The system gets independent (within limits) of variables like 

driftvelocity and the frequency of the system clock* 

A short description of the MWDC is given in the following: 

If the gap iwire-catnode distance; of a normal multiwire 

chamber is a bit smaller than the wire distance (see cross 

section in fig. 1), two or three wires will be involved for 

(particle-)tracks with an inclination around 45°. 

This geometry is used for the basic HWDC. 

To the amplifier-discriminator-coincidence chain of every wire 

a 5-bit memory is added to store drifttime information: 
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The status of a free running, 4-bit Gray-code counter 

is written in the memory by a trigger from the wire electronics. 

The fifth bit is set by the trigger to allow the encoding of 

the wire number. 

The coder first generates the lowest wire number involved and 

then feeds the contents of the.relevant drifttime memories (via 

a bus) to a lookup table. The latter calculates the intersection 

•of the particle track with the wire plane (x-coordinate between 

a wire pair). This gives, together with the wire number, the 

full b*nary dataword (channel number). 

In the basic MWDC, drifttimes are simply subtracted by the 

lookup table and directly used as channel numbers. 

For the results of table top tests with a prototype of the basic 

MWDC see ref. 3. 
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AtiGLE ACCEPTANCE 

The basic MiDC is only operating properly if the ionisation 

tracks are nearly parallel and the (effective) gap is related 

to the inclination of the tracks. 

The electronic coding-systea is suited co read events involving 

two or three consecutive vires. If we calculate the probability 

of one- and four fold events (singles for x « 0; fours for 

x = 5/2, see fig. l) at. a function of the angle 0 we get: 

t ^ S 
fig. 1: Ionization track length (D) in the MWDC 
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In which I ia the ionization density ( £ 3 ions/mm) (Magic Gas) 

and D is measured in mm. 

This is plotted in fig. 2 for L = S • 4mm (ODD) 
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fig. 2 Probability of one, four (and five-) fold events 

The angle range of the QDD/QDQ spectrometers is given at the 

abscis. 

Unless we are capable of reading out four fold events 

(extended range, see figure) the gap (L) is too large. 

To reduce the effective gap we can limit the driff-time range 

by adjusting the trigger timing (for all 4 x 5 sectors) of 

the MWDC's. 

The effective geometry will look like the dashed part of 

fig. 1. 

The expression for the ionisation length (c) is more complicated 

than eq. 1), 2) . 

The corresponding probabilities are alao plotted in fig. 2 

for fa 3,5.mm (fig. 1). Notice that the maximum angle is 

betttr defined than in the previous case. 

t = 3,5 is suited for the ODD system. 

The QDQ MWDC's need a varying T (4,5-6,5mm) over the focal plane. 

This is possible because of the relatively small opening angle 

of the spectrometer in the focal plane coordinate system (̂ 6,5°) 
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and the subdivision of the detector in 5 sectors. 

II TIME DIAGRAM 

In order to get a better understanding of the multiplicity 

(number of involved wires) and coding errors we calculate 

the drifttirae relations for three consecutive vires a, b and c 

(fig. 3): 

fig. 3 Simplified MWDC model with parallel driftpaths along 

the diagonal of the cell. 
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for tracks between a and b (case a). 

tmax is the longest expected drafttime in the MWDC: 

tmax « l/h2 -H (% cos y) 5) 

V 
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v » driftvelocity 
Y - angle of inclination of the wires (Y-MiDC's) 

In general, one can say, that (if the ionization density of 

the gas is very high) an n-wire event will change in an n + 1/ 

n - 1 wire event if: 

X or X1 « m S (fig. 3) 6) 

(m and n arbitrary integers) 

Under these conditions eq. 3 becomes: 

- {t2 " *!* " 2 t m a x ~ <2 ra + 1J {t3 " fc2* 7) 

The positive sign holds for X = nSr the negative for X = mS. 

Similar equations are derived for tracks between b and c (casefl). 

The four equations are plotted in fig. 4 for several m and n. 
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fig. 4 Areas of constant multiplicity (n) for all 

possible time differences of three consecutive 

wires, 



S-

Coenents to fig. 4: 

1) lite multiplicity- is given by n 

2) The cases a and 0 are separated in the diagraa 

and do not overlap 

3) Lines of constant x (see fig. 5) have 0 in cosaton 

( eq. 3; only x * S,o«-S are shown) 

4) Lines of constant 6 are vertical (case a ) , or horisontal 

(case 3 ) . 

5) The area above £ cannot be accessed if the ionisation tracks 

are straight. 

6) Pig. 4 holds only for an idealized MWDC (fig. 3) with high 

ionisation density (otherwise lines get diffused) and 

radial field. 

Pig. 5 shows the cental part of fig. 4 

in a (square) area of tiae-differences which can be generated 

by the existing MKDC hardware. 

The lines of constant x are only drawn in the area which is 

relevant for the MHDC (priority-encoder structure; wire a 

(fig. 3) has highest priority, lowest wire nunber). 
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fig. 5 Parf of fig. 4 which is relevant for the MWDC-coder 
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Comment«* to fig. 5 

1) "Time differences11 ( T's) are measured in units -«=*-

( eq. 5; f is the frequency of the Gray-code counter}, 

2) The priority encoder system is supposed to point to wire a 

(fig. 3) 

3) The blank areas correspond to events, in which a is not 

involved (lower part), or with higher priority than a (upper part) 

4) In case a the horizontal axis defines Q (?„) j 
the vertical >: (T ) . In case B it is opposite. 

5) Because the clock has 16 distinct positions the unit for 

y. is chosen S/16. Which means, that for Tø = 8 (0nonn)
 tne 

distances a-b and b-c are subdivided by the clock in exactly 16 

pieces. 

6) A time difference larger fc>r equal) than 8 (or less than -8) 

can be decoded if the other time difference is known. 

7} In this example f is adjusted so, that 0min corresponds to 

TQ • 5,5 (T Q m a x l * 2T 0 m i n = 11) . This looks reasonable considering 

the focal plane conditions and the next points : 

8) Because of the limited range of the clock, areas crossing 

the borders of the 16 x 16 square will appear at the other 

side and may overlap a not:-blank area. Only if the multiplicity 

is different we can separate the overlapping areas. 

9) Ambiguities appear in the dark area of the two's 

(the conditions mentioned in 6) and 8) are not met) 

The areas -16 < x <-13 and -3 < x < 0 cannot be separated if 

10) if ø >ø m a x i singles may show up in the same areas. 

1 1 ) if we use only T (neglect T^) we could theoretically make 

errors of 5 times 5/16 (close to x « 0). We are forced to 

do this in case of two-fold events (eq. 3 cannot be applied) 

For high resolution we should avoid two's (ø<0 maxl* 

12) It appears, that four-fold events can be decoded without any 

four-wire information. Even fives will be accepted if 8^x(l6. 

13) Fives with x>16 give errors (0<0min) 

*) The basic MWOC is adjusted so, that the lines T » 8 (©norm) are 

cut by the borders of the two and three-areas in two equal pieces. 
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14) If we increase 
^ 'max ^lJ + (| cos Y ) 2 the 16x16 

square will grow proportionally; the dark area decreases; 

e_ åx(- s/16) and 0^^ will increase. If © m ^ 
maxl 

^Qmax = TQmaxl "* 8) w e n a v e reached the maximum angle 

acceptance of the system (arctj 2 -= - arc^ ? g ) 

III RESULTS OF THE SIMPLIFIED MODEL FOR THE QDD/QDQ DETECTORS 

Using «q. 4 the extreme angles for the EMIN MWDC's appear 

to be as follows: 

/ 

0 in degrees; L,S in mm 

L0 
0 

L=4 S=4 
(ODD) 

extreme angles 
spectrometers 
(7C0709 CdJ) 

1 e 
L=5,6 S-4 

(QW) 
* ) " 
0 mini 

ø min 

ø mix 2 

norm 

ø max 

0 maxl 

3,6 

7,3 

8 

9,2 

11 

21,4 

33,7 

44,8 

48,8 

55,0 

63,4 

QDD QDQ 

41,3 tmin) 

34,7(min) 

48,7(max) 

61,7(max) 

28 r 7 

43r0 

54,3 

58,0 

63,4 

70,3 

f(Y" 0) 123KH2 

f(Y»26,6°> 126MHz 

f(Y-O) 

XfY-4ft°) 

92,5MHz 

.95,2MHr, 

Table 1 Characteristics of the EMIN MWDC's in the approximated 

model of fig. 3 

For a summary of the 0rs see page 16. 

*) øinlnl is the smallest angle if four wires are read out at the 

same time. 
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The corresponding frequencies are also given, assuming v = 5.10 m/sec 

( eq. 5) . 

The ODD angle range fits easily in these data. 

Almost no two-fold events will appear (mainly threes and fours). 

Fives may show up for small 9 in the QDQ MWDC's giving (small) 

errors for x > 16. Lower L can eliminate them. 

Note, that the extreme 0*s are not dependent on Y and should be 

corrected for finite ionization density (fig. 2; only if Ømaxl 

is close to the maximum expected angle). 

The frequency f should increase at smaller wire distance (larger Y)* 

For large Y the approximation of this model is bad. 

Fig. 5 can be used for programming a 256x5 bit look up table in 

which the 4 bit T 's are fed (see section VII). 

This table handles two, three, four and five-fold events and 

corrects for x-errors (+ 2 x /̂16 ("fine channels") in QDQ MWDC), 

due to changes in 0, by using three wire information instead of 

two (one extra address bit (fifthbit) is necessary to separate 

the two's from the rest). 

The inhomogeneous electric field in the MWDC is another source 

of errors, which can easily be handled by the same look up table 

if the effect on the time information is known. 

A more accurate model of the MWDC with non-radial fields will 

be used in the next sections. It will also describe the method of 

adjusting the effective gap (L) by means of trigger timing. 
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IV ACCURATE TIME RELATIONS IN THE MWDC 

In order to derive the equations for correcting angle- and curved 

fieldline effects we subdivide the electrostatic field of the 

MWDC in a radial (rj and a homogeneous (h) part (fig. 6). 

The boundary is a cylinder with radius s/2« 

fig. 6: Cross section of the MWDC in a plane perpendicular to the 

wires (T • vt). 

Now we have to separate 4 cases, concerning the position of the 

track (0 < x < S): 

case 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

wire 1« 
r 

r 

r 

h 

field region 
b 

r 
h 

r 
r 

c 

r 

h 

h 
h 

Table 2 Field regions crossed by different tracks (r 

h - homogeneous) 

radial, 
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fig. 7 Construction of the driftpath PP* using the model of fig. 6 

In fig. 7 the shortest driftpath PP' of track AA" to wire BB* is 

constructed by moving the plane AA'A" (parallel to itself} to 

the radial field boundary of wire BB* (plane DD'D"). 

The vertical displacement PP" is the shortest possible driftlength 

in the uniform field: 

T a <*' " 1 sin 6'> t g ° ' (8) 

The relations of x* and Q' with x (momentum) and 6 (inclination angle) 
are: 

x• * x cos Y (9) 

tgø 

W - coT7 {10) 
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If (8) is positive the total driftlength (PP1) is: 

T = ̂  + (x._ ^jj e l) tgø' = | COSY + (x - -^-) tgø (11) 

in which y = sin0' = (1 + £2|_I)~* (*sinØ if y = 0) {12) 
tg26 

If (3) is negative: 

T = x' sinø' = x y cosy (13) 

These equations hold in general for MWDC - like wire chambers. 

If a shield wire is placed between every active wire pair, S should 

be replaced by ^/2' 
The four separate cases of table 2 result in four sets of equations 

of the type (11), (13): 

case 

T2 ~ Ti * t2x " s'y COSY 

T 3 ~ T 2 = S y cosy (14) 

T 2 - Tj « ( | - (S-x)y) cosy + (x - | y > tgø 

T3 - T2 - S tgø (15) 

II 

I I I T2 - T
1 * (2x - S)y cosy 

T3 - T 2 = ( | - xy) cosy + (x + S - Å) tgø 

IV T 2 7 x2 * (xy - | ) cosy + (x - S + jj- ) tgø 

S S 
T3 " T2 = (^ - xy) cosy + (x + S - £- ) tgø 

The expression for y is still given by (12) . 

(16) 

(17) 
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The equations (14) result in the same expression for x as the 

simplified model of fig. 3 (eq. 3 ). The others are more complicated. 

Because adjusting the effective gap (L), by means of limiting the 

drifttime range, will be used in the EMIN MWDC-system, the conditions 

for the boundaries (between n andfn+l}- wire events) have to be based 

on this- For an arbitrary maximum driftlength T the cell-geometry 

is given in fig. 6. 

The condition for these boundaries is that the particle trajectory 

has to be a tangent to the cell-boundary. 
c 

Assuming, that T > :=• this condition is derived from eq. (11): 
nicix £ * 

Tmax = I cos* + (mS ± x " !y> **> <18> 

Vnls an arbitrary integer (ra / 0). 

The negative (positive) sign for x holds if the limiting cell is left 

{right) of wire b {fig. 6; X or X? (=mS) points to the limiting cell). 

{18} Should be solved simultaneous with an equation set ((14)-(17)) 

to produce boundaries. 

These are plotted for a typical case in fig. 8, together with lines 

of constant x. 
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fig. 8."Distorted"time diagram by non-radial fields and drifttime 

limitation. 

The equations (14)-(18) hold only for the left side of the diagonal 

(0 4 x $ S). For the other side we use the diagonal as a mirror 

(section II), 

The (distorted) boandaries and multiple-regions are easily identified 

if fig. 8 is compared to the simplified model Of fig. 4. 
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Comments to fig. 8 

- In this approach the diagram is not independent on 7 and x 

as in fig. 4 (unit of T is -, ). 

The lines of constant x are only dependent on y 

- The cases I-IV are separated in the diagram by dashed lines. 

- All lines are curved (also those of constant 0), except those in 

area I. 

7 RESULTS OF THE ACCURATE MODEL FOR THE QVD/QDQ DETECTORS 

If we adjust x so, that ©__„, = 63,4° (maximum angle if L = S, 

see table 1) and f so, that TØma 1 * 1 1 (clock cycles) the system 

Cs equivalent to the QDD-MWDC of table 1. 

Fig. 9 gives the part of the diagram (for y« OJ^which is relevant 

for the MWDC hardware,in the square of possible drifttime differences 

(see also fig. 5 with comments). 

Definitions of O's are summarized below: 

0 , .: minimum angle if four drifttimes are known 

« " three 
umin * 
O-,. ->: maximum angle if no two's are allowed max 4 

Q^JJ : " " in respect to coding errors 

0m, ,: " " if no singles are allowed 
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(t, 
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= 111/99 ns); £ = 2 (T* «* 11; f = 100 MHz) 
max s 
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Comments to fig. 9: 

- The square is shifted to a convenient place 

- T is measured in units *• 
(f is the frequency of the Gray-code counter). 

Unit of x is j£ (= 1 "channel") 

- Because the line 0 = ©-j^ (= 63,4° as in fig. 5 for the QDD MWDC) 

is broken up in two parts, the overlap of the two's in fig. 5 

(which limits the maximum angle : 0 _ ..) does not occur 
maxi 

- This means that the angle acceptance has the maximum value 

(37,0°- 63,4°) and is suited for the QDQ focal plane. 

- P6r the QDD T_,„ has to be decreased to bring ©_«., down to 
max m m 

i.e. 33/7° (min angle if L - S, see table 1). The dotted lines 

are the boundaries for this situation (angle range 33,7° - 60,0°) 

if the frequency (f = 100 MHz) is not changed. 

Because the diagram is not independent on y and Tm, ., we have to 

make different diagrams for other values of these parameters (in 

contrast with the diagrams of fig. 4 and 5). 

If we change y (from 0°) to 45° (keep everything else constant) 
we get fig. 10. 
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Comments to fig. 10: 

- The area described by eg, 16 (case III, not shown in figure) 

is decreased. 

- Overlap problems decrease 

- The maximum angle acceptance (not independent on y) changes to 

37,8° - 65,3° (still suited for QDQ) ; 

maximum angle in diagram : Q^-j- = 63#4 

- The curvature of the lines is stronger than fory« 0°; overall 

distortions are t 1 channel (without any change of frequency) 

- The changes in the diagram for the QDD-Y-MWDC {y * 26.6°) is 
about three times less and may be considered negligible. 
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If we accept a smaller angle (0-) range the frequency can be 

increased in favour of a smaller channel width. 

If we try this for the QDD focal plane we get fig. u (f = 200 MHz) 

EI3' :;!:::!:. i!li 

fig. 11 Time diagram for high resolution \bx * .125 mm) 
Y « 0°; T » 19,7 (t 

lmax ' * max 
99 ns); £ • 1 (f » 200 MHz) 
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Comments to fig. 11: 

- Because the unit of T (?•) is decreased (two times; compared to 

fig. 9} the diagram is enlarged by the same factor. 

- The square (dynamic range of MWDC time differences) is shifted to 

the lower left (not essential). 

- For clearness only the upper part of the figure exceeding the square 

.limit is shifted to the opposite boundary. 

Even now there is still no overlap of two's (as long as equal 

multiplicities do not overlap data can be decoded; i.e. the overlap 

around point (-1; 1) is allowed). 

- If we also shift the fours 16 positions (dotted lines) they will 

overlap the three area. 

To avoid ambiguities by the threes (around points (0; 2) and (-2; 0)) 

and the two's at T2 - T\ ~ 8 the angle acceptance is limited 
(in this example) to 33,7° (0 , ) - 51,3° (0 .) which suits the 

nin max 1 

QDD requirements. 

- Data is based mainly on threes and fours. 

The errors, caused by two's for lack of the third time information 

are very small because the lines of constant x are almost horizontal 

there. 

- The conclusion follows, that we achieve a twice as high resolution 
s (22) with the same MWDC-system if the coder distinguishes between 
threes and fours. 
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VI USING THE BASIC MWDC 

Finally some remarks on the limits of the basic MWDC (time differences 

are directly interpreted as x-channels) will be useful. 

The basic operating condition is: 

| T2 - Tj [ in case of two * s and | T, - T,|for 

higher order multiples should not exceed 7. 

The result of the application of this condition to the HWDC represented 

by fig. 9 is given in fig. 12. 

fig. 12 Angle acceptance and channel shifts in the basic MWDC: 
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Comments to fig. 12 

- The maximum angle 0 (58,7 ) is identified at the intersection 
max i 

of T2 - Tj = +7 with the boundary X» = 2S. 

- For the determination of ®j,in»^
nes °f constant (T* - T.) are 

drawn (for clearness only at the right- side of the diagonal). 

The crossing of line T3 - T, « +7 with the boundary X = S defines 
9 m m (51'2°>-

-Because 0 m i n decreases with f (intersection shifts to the right) 

fours will be accepted by this system at sufficiently low f. 

- The angle acceptance for thiB example (51,2° - 58,7°) is three to 

four tines smaller than for the MWDC represented by fig. 9. 

- For events, represented by the broken (dotted) line, the basic MWDC 

will give exact results. The errors get worse (up to + 2 channels) 

with increasing distance to this line. 

- At places where the line is not in the centre of the used area we 

expect deviations of the relative efficiency (minima at wire 

positions, maxima in between). 

The conditions for 0 and 0„4_ mentioned above, give the following 
max min 

equations (using eq. 15, 16, and 18); 

T 2 - xx » (8 + (x-16)y) COSY + (x - |) tg 0 m a x « 7^ 

8 COSY + (32 - x - S) tg Ømax (U) and 

T 3 r T l - (8 + (x-16)y) COSY + (x+16-|) tg Qmin = 7| 

8 COSY + (x+16-1) t g 0fflin (20) 

which have to be solved (elimination of x) to get expressions for T max. 

Results are plotted in fig. 13, which can help adjusting the trigger 

timing of the basic MWDC in the focal planes. 
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r»0°; i o 2 (f - 100 MHz) , dasheds \ « 22/s (f - 75 MHz); v « 5 .104 m/» 
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Comments to fig. 13 

- For T__„ = 15 we can operate the QDD detector (see table 1) 

- The arrows point to the situation of fig. 12. 

At T = 26 we have the maximum angle for this setup (range = 

max • 

- To use this system in the QDQ we have to change f to 75 MHz (dotfeed 

lines) to get the sector (I) at the lowest momentum operate properly. 

This will increase channel shifts to + 3 and generate holes in 

white spectra (because the clock is common to all sectors this 

will depend on the momentum region) 

- Suggested trigger time adjustments are given for the five sectors 

by horizontal (dotted) lines. 

VII IMPLEMENTATION OF THE CORRECTIONS 

A possible (hard/firmware) implementation of the necessary corrections 

is described in the following: 

The basic equations 14-18 contain all information to apply the elementary 

corrections. Because they cannot be applied to an accumulated spectrum 

the data should be corrected in the coder system. This has also the 
» 

advantage that the system gets independent (within limits) of f and 

v, which is not the case if datacorractions are done online by software 

or datacompressors. 
m fig. 14 an implementation with lookup tables is given. 
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_̂!H*_ 
3> 

I 
\ 

fig. 14 Possible combination of lookup tables to derive corrected 

channel numbers. 

The fcK blocks are simple Gray-code subtractors, already existing in 

;the basic setup (see INTRODUCTION). 

The outputs are fed in a IK table, for which the diagrams of fig. 9, 

10 and 11 can be used for programming. 
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fig. 15 |K lookup table contents for the 200 MHz-case of fig. 11 

Blanks are error conditions. 

Fig. 15 gives possible contents of this table for the case of 

fig. ll/*fcK blocks; other %K areas in the IK lookup table should be 

accessed for different multiplicities (for all 100 MHz-cases threes 

and fours are combined). 

Notes; 

-All tfWDC's should operate on one clock (changes of y or Tm can not 

be compensated by f). 

- f = 200 MHz (Ax - .125 mm) is possible if the coder knows if the 

fourth wire is involved or not (i.e. instead of the first, which is 

evident), 

- T can be the same for all (20) sectors in one arm: 
max 

QD<^ W =22,1; tmax - Ill ns 

QDD: -r aw - 19,7; t„a„ - 99 ns (gain of 24 ns over basic setup). 

If T m a x * L (gap) trigger timing may be superfluous and countrate 

limitations decrease. 
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- With an adequate programmed lookup table relative efficiencies 

will be equal within a few percent. 

- This will be even better if all tables are integrated into one 

large table-In addition the absolute time of traversal of the 

particle .can be calculated.This decreases the time resolution 

2 
of the MWDC (\L ) to*- /, and has about the same effect as the 

increase of the number of scintillators by a factor of *sf t m a x -

- The remaining bits of the table words could be used for 6-information 

(100/200 MHz:A0*6O/3O mrad). 

- If anywhere in this report values of f (frequency) or t (drift-

4 
time) are given,a constant driftvelocity v= 5.10 m/s is assumed. 
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